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 The Holder for tubes in aluminium for trapezoidal- and shoulder sheet 
roofs and also for sandwich metal roofs for mounting on the upper 
corrugations from the roofing. 

 
 You can install a single-, double- or triple-tube snow retention system. 

Should you install a double- or triple-tube snow retention system you 
must install additional rows above it!  
 

 Determining are the local and usual climatic conditions, zones of snow-load 
by DIN 1055-5 (German standard), as well as the roof pitch, its designation  
and the dimensions of the roof-sheets. These guidelines are necessary for  
mounting, calculation, arrangements of holders and fixation of the snow  
retention system. Additionally you have to consider all governmental orders,  
if available. 

 

 Please consider the distance from each holder of max. 75 cm resp. 
29,53 inches! 

 
 Special design suitable for your roof profile. If you want to order this holder 

we need the angle from the profile and the web width from the upper 
corrugations 

 
Instruction: 
 
Place one holder on the right and one on the left side of the verges. Span a string in order to get a straight line. 
 
After that you screw on all holders. Between the holders the distance be allowed max. 75 cm resp. 29.53 inches. 
 
Now induct the tube (max. outer diameter 32 – 33 mm). You also can put the needed holders on the tube before  
mounting. 
 
With our tube connector you connected the tubes and get a better stable. 
 
Tighten self-drilling screws by a drilling machine with depth stop. Attention: do not over tighten! If the sheet is thinner  
please use narrower screws. 

 

     
 
If mounted on aluminium trapezoidal profiles with a thickness under 0,7 mm, you have to fix the holder with rivets! 
 
Note: 
Snow guard brackets for trapezoidal roofs (Art. No. LA-1891, LA-1892, LA-1893) are supplied with self-drilling screws A2 5.5 x 
25 mm, incl. sealing disc. The fastening is done by bonding with the sheet metal. It is also possible to use on-site fasteners for 
continous screw fastening to the substructure. 

 
Please not our large product range around metal roofs: snow retention systems, step brackets, solarholders and our 
programm about clips. Further information you will find on our homepage. 

 

Included self-drilling screws with 
sealing disc each holder: 

 

 Single tube holder:      4 pieces 

 Double tube holder:    6 pieces 

 Triple tube holder:       6 pieces 
 

 


